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Abstract: Retailingis changing rapidly in modern conditions. The evolution of retail marketing channels with the 
advent of the Internet goes from orientation towards the product and the existing forms of competition, at the 
local level, to the emergence of new participants that occur only in an electronic environment.New multichannel 
competition, the application of electronic marketing channels as addition to the traditional retail business, and 
expanding orientation to consumers through various marketing channels combines the shopping experience of 
consumers, who migrate through the channels in the process of deciding on a purchase (omni-channel market-
ing).The development of electronic retailing depends to a great extent on the willingness of potential consumers 
to shop on the Internet and electronic retailing infrastructure, which must be consistent and thus contribute to the 
development of electronic retailing.The impact of electronic retailing on the growth of retail sales in the United 
States shows growth, with a slowing in pace of growth each year. There arevarious participants who sell prod-
ucts directly to consumersin electronic retailing, as a form of retail without fixed location.Electronic retailing be-
comes a necessary part of retailers’ business, and potential way of gaining competitive advantage. The subject 
of numerous studies is the role of a retail store in the era of electronic retailing, and it is expected that future 
concerns of research will be developing role that electronic retailing has in retailers’ marketing channels. 
Keywords:marketing channels, retailing, electronic retailing, Internet, consumers  
  
 

Сажетак: Малопродаја се у савременим условима убрзано мења. Еволуција малопродајних канала 
маркетинга појавом интернета иде од оријентисаности ка производу и постојећим облицима конкуренције, 
који су били на локалном нивоу, ка појави нових учесника који се јављају само у електронском окружењу. 
Нова међу канална конкуренција, примена електронског канала маркетинга као додатног у 
традиционалном малопродајном пословању, ширење оријентисаности ка потрошачима кроз различите 
канале маркетинга, обједињује куповно искуство потрошача који мигрира кроз канале у процесу 
одлучивања о куповини (омни канални маркетинг). Развијеност електронске малопродаје умногоме 
зависи од спремности потенцијалних потрошача да купују на интернету и инфраструктуре електронске 
малопродаје која мора да буде конзистентна и да на тај начин допринесе развоју електронске 
малопродаје. Утицај електронске малопродаје нa раст промета у малопродаји у САД из године у годину 
показује раст. У електронској малопродаји као облику малопродаје без фиксне локације јављају се 
различити учесници који продају производе директно потрошачима. Електронска малопродаја 
представља неопходан услов пословања малопродаваца. Предмет бројних истраживања је и улога 
малопродајног објекта у ери електронске малопродаје. 
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Introduction 

The main objective of this work is to determine the position of electronic retailing in 
multi-channel retailer strategy and determine on that basis the role of electronic retail-
ing in retail marketing channels. Also, the subject was to define the relationship of 
electronic commerce and electronic retailing as a term, and eventually consider forms 
of electronic retailing as non-sedentary retailing, or retailing without fixed location. 
The issues discussed in the context of the study of the role of electronic retailing in the 
development of retail marketing channels are defined for this purpose and they include: 

- How did retail marketing channelsevolve? 
- What is the impact of the Web on retail sales? 
- How is the role of sales of electronic retailing and B2C e-commerce in the 

worldchanging? 
- What are the specifics of Internet retail market? 
- What are the differences between traditional and electronic retailing? 

In order to answer the questions stated above, previous studies were analyzed 
and predictions about the growth of electronic retailing in the future were made, as the 
indicator confirms that electronic retailing is on the rise and that e-commerce as a sub-
ject of studies is expected to be the subject of future research as well. Electronic retail-
ing will be an indispensable part of the development of the marketing channels of each 
retailerin future. 

1. Position of electronic retailing in retailers’ multichannel 

strategy  

Electronic retailing (which is also referred to as e-tailing, online retailing and Internet 
retailing) is a retail format where retailers interact with customers and offer products 
(and services) for sale on the Internet (Levy & Weitz, 2008, p. 58). Evolution of retail-
ingwith the advent of the Internet goes from orientation to the existing forms of compe-
tition, which were at the local level, to the emergence of new participants, “pureplay” 
electronic retailers and new multichannelcompetition, to the application of electronic 
marketing channels as addition to traditional retail business. By wideningorientation to 
consumers through various marketing channels, retail marketing channels are develop-
ing with combining shopping experience of consumers who migrates through the chan-
nels in the process of deciding on the purchase through omni-channel marketing. 
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Figure 1: A greater focus on the consumer and integrated, customer-focused technology transforms the “channel” 

experience into a Total Retail experience 
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Source: Brewster and Brigoli, February 2014, p. 4. 

“The multichannel systems offer an array of shopping experiences, and in the 
process, deliver not only more value, but also different kinds of value” (Mathwick, 
Malhotra & Rigdon, 2001, p. 40). Therefore, the key challengesof managing the multi-
channel environment more effectively are (Neslin, Grewal, Leghorn, Shankar, Teer-
ling, Thomas & Verhoef, 2006, p. 95): “(a) data integration, (b) understanding con-
sumer behavior, (c) channel evaluation, (d) allocation of resources across channels, and 
(e) coordination of channel strategies”.The performance of the retailer in more than one 
marketing channel is a challenge and risk, but also chance to win new and retain exist-
ing customers. “If retailers hope to design and position their various channel options as 
an integrated, value-rich package, understanding fundamental differences in the experi-
ence delivered by multichannel retail environments is essential”(Mathwick, et al., 
2001, p. 50). In this way new retail formats are revealed and the emergence of new 
marketing channels and comprehensive evolution of retail marketing channels can be 
considered. 
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Retailers in modern conditions change: from the importance of the location that 
is of primary importance in traditional retailing, to global performance, with opening of 
online shops when there are no limits of the market; from limitation of working hours 
of retail stores, to an approach 7/24/365; from direct contact with consumers through 
sales staff (or through the development of loyalty programs in retailing) to the interac-
tive relationship that takes place over the Internet in electronic retailing (when a neces-
sary condition for the realization of the sales is registration and leaving the consumers’ 
personal data). “The benefits seem clear, but how can firms assess the fluency of inter-
actions with customers in a multi-channel service system, and more importantly, does 
higher interaction fluency have an impact on customers’ intentions to conduct future 
business with the firm?”(Cassab & McLachlan, 2006, p. 556).  

Figure 2: Multichannel salesin the USA 2011–2016.  

 
Source: Intelligence Report: Multichannel Retailer, May 29, 2013, p. 2 

As in Figure 2, retail sale is heavily influenced by the Web, and this indicator 
shows growth from year to year. Multichannel strategies allow firms to reach custom-
ers in multiple ways, with increasing the firms' reach, and allow customers to reach 
businesses by using their preferred channel (e.g., Internet, salesforce, or value-added 
reseller) (Sharma and Mehrotra, 2007, p. 21). The development of electronic retailing 
largely depends on the willingness of potential consumers to shop on the Internet, and 
overall building confidence in the system of functioning of electronic retailing by all 
participants that arises in the implementation of electronic transactions and delivery of 
products, which makes the infrastructure of electronic retailing.Infrastructure of elec-
tronic retailing has to be consistent, and thus contribute to the development of electron-
ic retailing. The infrastructure of electronic retailing refers not only to facilitating the 
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sale on the electronic store, but also backend, ordering, data processing, system inven-
tory, electronic payment, delivery of the product, and the logistics of return, which 
should not further burden the consumers, nor be too complex manually, and on the oth-
er hand ensure reliability and build trust in the entire system. 

2.  The relation and connection between electronic com-

merce and electronic retailing 

Electronic retailing is part of e-commerce, as well as part of business-consumer B2C e-
commerce. Looking at B2C e-commerce, the fact is that a broader concept than elec-
tronic retailingmust be taken into account. B2C, also known variously as e-retailing, 
online retailing, online shopping or e-tailing, actually started in 2002 when familiarity 
with the processes increased and security fears subsided (Cox & Brittain, 2004, p. 5). 
What is noticeable is that there is a growth in sales value of B2C e-commerce in the 
world; however, the percentage change from year to year decreases, indicating slower 
growth in sales, which will be reflected in the future (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: B2C ecommerce sales worldwide in trillions, 2013-2018 

 

 
Source: Cauley, March 2015, p. 44 

In fact, B2C e-commerce includes travel services, and downloading digital con-
tent, and the sales of B2C e-commerce in 2015 in the US is estimated at $ 435 billion, 
while the electronic retailing is estimated at $ 270 billion (Figure 4). Based on the 
above, electronic retailingis considered as sales of the different categories of products 
to the end user or consumer, whether it is a “pure play” electronic retailer, retailers that 
combine online and offline marketing channel (“click and brick”) or multi-channel re-
tailers. 
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Figure 4: Online retail and B2C e-commerce 

 
Source: Laudon & Traver, 2012, p. 734 

“When we refer to online retail, it will not include online services revenues 
(such as travel, job-hunting, or the purchase of digital downloads such as software ap-
plications and music), since online retail refers solely to sale of physical goods over the 
Internet” (Laudon & Traver, 2015, p. 730). Thus, electronic retailing does not mean the 
sale and provision of services through the Internet, but retailers offer a variety of ser-
vices that accompany the production in order to build additional value. On the other 
hand, after-sales services in the electronic retailing represent a legal obligation of every 
retailer who sells products at a distance, i.e. products the consumer has no physical 
contact with. One of the key services that the retailer must provide to consumers in 
electronic retailing is the possibility of returning the product within the legally speci-
fied period if the consumer is not satisfied with any product segment, after receiving 
the product or during use. 

The impact of electronic retailing on the growth of retail sales in the United 
States shows growth each year.  Online sales and offline sales influenced by consumers 
researching their purchases online will grow to 54% of total US retail sales by 2013 
(Evans, February 2, 2009, p. 12).The impact of search on the Internet for the purpose 
of purchasing products and comparing product offerings is increasing, since in recent 
years the price sensitivity of consumers has become noticeable. USA is considered to 
be the country with the most developed preconditions for the development of electronic 
commerce, including the participation of electronic retailing in B2C e-commerce that 
shows growth in the period from 2011 to 2016, as it exceeds 60% of B2C e-commerce, 
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and in 2015 was 62.07% (Figure 4). 

3.  Electronic retailing - a form of non-sedentary retailing 

There arevarious participants who sell products directly to consumersin electronic re-
tailing, as a form of retail without fixed location or non-sedentary retailing. Electronic 
retailing gives the possibility of new participants who function in an electronic envi-
ronment only, in the form of electronic retailers or electronic broker, but also the ability 
to perform on the electronic market of traditional institutions of marketing channels 
and selling directly to consumers. “The e-retail landscape is now populated by “pure 
players” (online only retailers) as well as multi-channel retailers” (Rose, Clark, 
Samouel & Hair, 2012, p. 308). “Click and brick” electronic retailers appear as a spe-
cial type of electronic retailers. “The distribution of products across multiple sales 
channels — often referred to as multi-channel retailing — is the norm today” 
(Teltyrow, Meyer & Lenz, 2007, pp. 18), so many “pure” retailers must take into ac-
count the emergence of multi-channel retailers, because the existence of a retail store 
and retail network increased confidence in the retailer, which introduced electronic 
retailing in their business. Customer-based advantages for brick and click businesses 
include the reputation and trust that are already established by traditional retailers as 
well as consumer interest in the benefits offered by multichannel shopping (Min & 
Wolfinbarger, 2005, pp. 1030‒1039). 

Figure 5: A model of Internet retail market 
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“Pure play” electronic retailers or virtual retailers operate only in the electronic 

marketing channel, without the retail store.These electronic retailers have their primary 
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business strategy based on online sales directly to consumers. There is no special men-
tion of significant success of cases in which a well-known electronic virtual retailer 
opens a retail store as a strategy to achieve competitive advantage in the literature, 
while on the other hand, most traditional retailers, which have a significant market 
share, have an electronic store. However, the example of Amazon.com indicates that 
“pure play” electronic retailers switch to traditional retailing, but with an innovative 
approach ofconcept of retail store with self-service. “Click and brick” retailers use es-
tablished reputation in the market and they have more options for integrating online 
sales when opening an electronic retail store. In a situation where the retailer has more 
retail formats, in multiple marketing channels, we can talk about the retailer’s multi-
channel strategy. 

According to some authors, non-store retail sale – which includes direct sellers, 
catalog sale, and e-tailing – currently account for five percent of total retail sale (Dunne 
& Lusch 2008, p. 118). However, retailing without retail store covers all forms of sales 
to final consumers outside the retail store. Retailers – single-channel or multi-channel – 
engage in non-store retailing when they use strategy mixes that are not store-based to 
reach consumers and complete transactions (Berman & Evans, 2010, p. 149). Develop-
ing retailers’ marketing channels is under the influence of achieving market competi-
tiveness and market positioning. The evolution of retail marketing channels is going in 
the direction of the emergence of new innovative marketing channels. “Some of the 
forces contributing to this expected rapid growth are (Dunne & Lusch, 2008, pp. 118-
119): 

- Consumers’ need to save time; 
- Consumers’ desire to “time-shift”, that is, shop when they want, not when a re-

tailer wants to open a store; 
- The erosion of enjoyment in the shopping experience; 
- The lack of qualified sales help in stores to provide information; 
- The explosive development of the telephone, the computer, and telecommunica-

tions equipment that facilitates non-store shopping; 
- The consumers’ preferences for lower prices, which often eliminates or reduces 

the middleman’s profit“. 

Thanks to electronic retailing, most manufacturers have the opportunity to sell 
directly to consumers. Electronic retailing is primarily developed by the manufacturers 
who have products that are in the categories of products that are often sold on the In-
ternet. Their traditional marketing channel implies the existence of intermediaries as 
wholesalers and retailers. Manufacturers who use electronic retailing are able to have 
direct contact with customers, to understand the needs and demands of consumers bet-
ter and respond to these requestsfaster. Application of electronic retailing in case of 
manufacturer combines the functions of various participants in marketing channels to 
form a new participant. Although electronic retailing means retailer as a member of the 
marketing channel, electronic retailing applies to manufacturers who are selling direct-
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ly to the consumers (Turban, King, McKay, Marshall, Lee & Viehland, 2008, p. 93). 
By that electronic retailing gives opportunity to manufacturers to come into direct con-
tact with the consumer and overcome their traditional functions. 

Тable 1: Retailing versus E-tailing  

Factor Retailers  E-Tailers 

Physical expansion (when revenue 
increases as the number of visitors 
grows) 

Expansion of retailing platform 
to include more locations and 
space 

Expansion of e-commerce platform 
to improve server capacity and 
distribution facilities 

Physical expansion (when revenue 
does not increase as the number of 
visitors grows) 

May not need physical expan-
sion; 
Expand marketing efforts to turn 
“window” shoppers into effective 
shoppers 

May still need physical expansion to 
provide sustainable services; 
Expand marketing to turn “pane 
shoppers” into effective shoppers 

Тechnology 
Sales automation technologies 
such as POS system 

Front-end technologies 
Benefit from browsing 
Back-end technologies 

Consumer relations  

More stable due to non-
autonomous contacts; 
More tolerable disputes due to 
visibility 

Less stabile due to anonymous 
contacts; 
More intolerant of disputes due to 
invisibility   

Cognitive shopping overhead 
Lower cognitive shopping over-
head due to easy-to-establish 
mutual trust 

High cognitive shopping overheard 
due to hard-to-establish mutual 
trust 

Competition  
Local competition; 
Fewer competitors 

Global competition; 
More competition 

Customer database  

Local area customers; 
No anonymity; 
Fewer measures needed to 
increase customer loyalty; 
Customers remain loyal for 
future purchases  

Wide area customers; 
Anonymity; 
More resources needed to increase 
loyalty; 
Customer shift loyalty 

Supply chain cost High Lower 

Customization and personalization Expensive and slow Fast, efficient 

Price changing and price discrimina-
tion  

Expensive to do, done not so 
often 

Inexpensive, anytime 

Adaptability to market trends  Slow  Rapid 

Source: Turban, King, Lee, Liang & Turban, 2012, p. 138 

Electronic retailers implement “click and brick” strategy of electronic marketing 
channel in a time when they want to introduce an innovative channel, which has an 
impact on consumers’ perceptions of the modern approach to retailing, although they 
are facing losses due to high costs of implementation and small revenuein the initial 
stages of the introduction of electronic retailing (Лековић, 2013, p. 88). Emphasis of 
this classification of implementation of electronic retailing is on finding an adequate 
form of implementation in the traditional retail business. If there is revenue growth 
with the growth of the number of visitors or consumers in the case of traditional retail-
ing, it is a sign that it is necessary to expand the retail network, while in the case of 
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electronic retailing, this means expanding the capacity of servers and data processing 
capacity and distribution centers. Electronic retailing requires greater technological 
base and support, which will provide faster searching and processing of orders and cus-
tomers. 

John Lewis first introduced a click and collect service back in 2008 and in April 
2012 John Lewis reported 25% of orders made through johnlewis.com were for click 
and collect (“5 Omni-Channel Examples in Retail”,6 Јune 2013). M & S is one of the 
first developed applications that allow searching for products from home. Oasis is us-
ing a strategy of ordering with the sales staff through the Web, and delivery at home or 
offers product search on the Web and ordering products that are out of stock and deliv-
er it to home address of the consumer. Different manufacturers of sports equipment 
such as Nike and New Balance use mobile applications that help consumers find prod-
ucts in retail stores, which are also used to solve various dilemmas regarding product 
quality, purpose, size, thus replacing the role of the sales staff. 

Traditional retailers have more options for the implementation of electronic re-
tailing in their operations. What is crucial is that selection of appropriate methods of 
integration into existing electronic retail businessshould lead to synergies of business 
success in all channels where the retailer operates.Retail e-commerce multi-channel 
integration methods are (Laudon & Traver, 2012, p.736): 

- Online order, in-store pickup(this strategy is used by Tesco, Wickes.co.uk, 
johnlewis.com, in certain retail stores of Waitrose, currys.co.uk,and the British 
ebay.co.uk with pickup in any store consumer decides or in 750 Argos facili-
ties); 

- Online order, store directory, and inventory (uses Kohl’s); 
- In-store kiosk Web order, home delivery (use BestBuy and Nike InStore kiosk 

with 6D Technologyin their retail stores, a manufacturer of equipment 
KraftFood); 

- In-store retail clerk Web order, home delivery (Ikea, HomeDepot and SafeWay); 
- Web order, in-store returns, and adjustments; 
- Online Web catalog – allows easier view of offered  products; most electronic 

stores are based on the principle of Web catalogtoday; 
- Manufacturers use online Web site promotions to drive consumers to their dis-

tributors’ retail stores – producers who do not use electronic retailing, have in-
formation website to display products in combination with the Web product 
catalog; 

- Gift card, loyalty program points can be used in any channel. 

Thus, the electronic retail business is a necessary condition for most retailers and 
retailers in modern conditions implement or involve an initial form of electronic retail-
ing in their business. On the other hand, numerous studies deal with the role of a retail 
store in the era of electronic retailing. Many consumers still consider the store to be 
central to their shopping experience, 79% of surveyed retail executives either agreed or 
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strongly agreed that the store will continue as the primary place to shop in the next five 
years (Gomez & Fritsch, 2011, p. 3). Implementation of e-retailing in the existing sys-
tem of retail companies is a complex system integrated into existing retail business, 
and includes connectivity with all business partners, but only one part of the retail 
business is dedicated to electronic retailing. 

Conclusion 

Evolution of retailing in the era of Internet goes from orientation towards the product 
and the existing forms of competition, at the local level, to the emergence of new par-
ticipants and new competition. The application of electronic marketing channels as 
additional to the traditional retail business, expansion of orientation towards consumers 
through various channels marketing combine shopping experience of consumers who 
migrate through retail channels in the process of deciding on the purchase. There is an 
increase in the value of B2C e-commerce sales in the world; however, the percentage 
of change decreases from year to year, indicating slower growth in sales. But, a tradi-
tional retail sale is heavily influenced by Web, and this indicator shows growth from 
year to year, noting that more than half of retail saleis influenced by the information 
that the consumer receives from the electronic retailing. USA is considered to be 
thecountry with the most developed preconditions for the development of electronic 
commerce, and by that indicator of the participation of electronic retailing in B2C e-
commerce shows growth in the period from 2011 to 2016, as it exceeds 60% of B2C e-
commerce. “Click and brick” electronic retailers appear as a special type of electronic 
retailing, and many “pure play” electronic retailers must take into account the emer-
gence of multi-channel retailers, because the existence of a retail store and retail net-
work increased confidence and trust of consumers.Traditional retailers have more op-
tions for the implementation of electronic retailing in their business. What is crucial is 
the selection of appropriate methods of integration into existing electronic retail busi-
ness, which will lead to synergies of business success in all channels where the retailer 
operates. 
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Summary  

Electronic retailing, as a part of e-commerce, as well as part of business-consumer B2C 
e-commerce, is a retail format where retailers interact with customers and offer prod-
ucts for sale on the Internet. There is a growth in sales value of B2C e-commerce in the 
world, however, the percentage change from year to year decreases. It is important to 
notice that electronic retailing does not mean the sale and provision of services through 
the Internet, but retailers offer a variety of services that accompany the product in order 
to build additional value. There are various participants who sell products directly to 
consumers in the electronic retailing, as a form of retail without fixed location or non-
sedentary retailing. Electronic retailing gives the possibility of new participants who 
function in an electronic environment only, but also the ability to perform on the elec-
tronic market of traditional institutions of marketing channels. Traditional retailers 
have more options for the implementation of electronic retailing in their operations. In 
connection with this statement, it is concluded that a traditional retail sale is heavily 
influenced by Web, as this indicator shows growth from year to year. In conclusion, the 
electronic retail business is a necessary condition for development of retail marketing 
channels for most retailers in modern market conditions. 
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